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Premise:
A bond between friendship shouldn’t be so easily broken.

Theme:
Although in life we make mistakes in our relationships with our friends, those little mistakes shouldn’t define a friendship or break its bonds.

Logline:
Kyle is a student, who’s work ethic far exceeds his talents. He dreams of being a bodybuilder that can compete in global competitions; however, he needs water after every workout or else he throws himself into a furious rage causing him to lose sight of what is important. For the first time after his workout he finds that there is no water left in his jug because his friend Sean drank it all. He goes into a furious rage until Sean decides to find a simple solution to his problem.
Kyle is a dedicated man, who is dreaming of becoming a bodybuilder. Kyle lives with his best friend Sean. Sean can be a little careless at times, but Kyle and Sean have been best friends since birth and have a very meaningful friendship, since Sean is supporting Kyle in his dreams of being a bodybuilder. Every single day Kyle has been training for the past 5 years as he dreams of becoming a professional bodybuilder. Kyle is on an extremely strict workout routine. Kyle’s work ethic when it comes to training is unbeatable, nobody trains as hard as he does. He is dreaming of becoming as successful as Arnold Schwarzenegger, in fact he is training to become the next Arnold. He wakes up extremely early in the morning like he does any other morning and gets ready to run 5 miles to his gym. On his way to the gym he sweats so much that it can fill up 3 buckets and because of this after every workout he makes sure that he can return home to a jug of water to replenish himself or else he goes into a furious rage. The view is scenic at least and he gets to enjoy the world surrounding him. Kyle is a peaceful man and usually happy when he is on his way to the gym, the only thing that will really set off his gear is if he doesn’t have his water after the workout. When he gets to the gym he trains for hours as he usually does, working on different parts of his body. The gym is quiet so he is able to concentrate on his goals and focuses in on what is important to him. The walls are concrete and there are no windows, this helps him in his efforts to concentrate on his workout. Each rep he does is another bullet of sweat running down his face. Each set he completes is another bottle of water filled with sweat. After two and a half hours of staying at the gym he is finally done and is exhausted. He has been sweating an intense amount and is ready to go home to a nice cold jug of water. Even on his way home he does a little jog and is in desperate need of water. When he finally gets home, he opens his door and immediately goes to the kitchen first so that he can get some water. He opens the fridge to see that there is no water left in his jug and remembers Sean being the last one to drink from it. At this point Kyle’s so dehydrated that he could pass out any second, he is feeling as if he has been stuck in a desert for the past week and needs water immediately. Every single day Kyle reminds Sean that after the jug is empty that it must be refilled. Kyle goes into a furious rage screaming Sean’s name. Sean wakes up dazed and confused from his sleep, curious as to why Kyle is screaming his name. As Sean walks into the kitchen he sees that the jug is empty and remembers he forgot to fill it up and immediately regrets what is going on. Kyle is so blindly mad and starts to strangle Sean. Kyle’s face is red with anger while Sean’s face is getting red from the lack of oxygen. Sean tries to calm Kyle down and tells him that there is a simple solution. Sean takes the water jug from Kyle and starts refilling it. Although Sean is upset at Kyle’s furious rage he understands why since he is his best friend and knows that Kyle needs his water. At the same time Kyle starts remembering that Sean is his best friend and has been the most supportive person throughout most of his life. Once Sean refills the water jug he gives it back to Kyle and apologizing for being so forgetful. Kyle also immediately apologizing for strangling him and tells him that he is his best friend and sometimes loses sight of what is important to him, even his own friendship. Sean acknowledges this and says he understands and knows this about Kyle. Kyle starts to really get emotional and Sean and Kyle hug it out because they know that their friendship is more important to each other than Sean’s forgetfulness or Kyle’s water.
ACT 1

1. Long Shot (Establishing Shot)

2. Long Shot (Establishing Shot)
3. Extreme Long Wide Angle Shot (Establishing Shot)

4. Long Over-The-Shoulder Low Angle Shot (Establishing Shot)
5. Long Shot (Establishing Shot)

6. Overhead High Angle Shot
7. Medium Long Shot

8. Medium Long Shot
9. Medium Shot (Rule of Thirds)

10. Medium Long Shot
11. Medium Long Shot

**ACT 2**

12. Medium Close Up Shot
13. Long Over-The-Shoulder High Angle Shot (Establishing Shot)

14. Long Shot (Establishing Shot)
15. Medium Shot

16. Medium Close Up Shot
17. Close Up Shot

**ACT 3**

18. Medium Close Up Shot (Rule of Thirds)
19. Medium Close Up Shot

20. Medium Close Up Two Shot
21. Medium Close Up Two Shot

22. Medium Close Up Shot
23. Medium Close Up Two Shot

24. Medium Close Up Two Shot